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Constitution of the Commuter Center
Article I: Name
The name of this organization shall be "The Commuter Center."
Article I I: Objectives
The objectives of the Commuter Center shall be:
I. To serve as the center of student life and activities.
2. To serve all persons in the Northeastern Illinois
State College Community ; students, alumni, faculty ,
administration, staff, neighbors and their guests.
3. To provide the facilities, services, conveniences
and amenities the persons in the college family need
in their daily activities on the campus.
4. To aid in the enrichment of the academic and
cultural climate of the college by providing a variety
of student-planned educational, social and recreational programs.
Article Ill : Membership
I. Membership in the Commuter Center shall include all students of Northeastern Illinois State College. Membership shall also be open to faculty,
alumni, administration, staff and neighbors who meet
the requirements set by the Commuter Center

for Commuter Centers membership as established by
the Board.
7. There shall be one Civil Service member, selected by the Civil Service Council, who meets the ·
requirements for Commuter Center membership as
established by the Board.
8. There shall be one neighborhood member, selected by the neighborhood organization, who meets
the requirements for Commuter Center membership
as established by the Board.
9. Term of office shall be one year with right of
succession; all terms expirin~ at the same time. _.
Article V:
Organization of the Commuter Center Board
1. The officers of the Board shall be a Chairman, a
Vice-Chairman and a Secretary elected from their
midst and shall serve for a term of one year.
2. The Chairman and/or Vice-Chairman shall be a
student.
,.

3. The duty of the Chairman shall be to call
meetings of the Board at least once a trimester, to
preside at meetings and see that the regulations of
this constitution are carried out.

Board.

2. Non-students desiring membership shall be required to pay the same Commuter Center fee as part
time students.

3. Membership in the Commuter Center shall include the use of the Commuter Center without further cost except when members, as part of a certain
group, desire certain rooms and facilities to be set
aside for their use. In these cases a charge will be
made to this special group for extra overhead expenses if such expenses are incurred. Nominal
charges may be made to all members for the use of
special facilities or attendance at special activities if
unusual expenses are incurred in providing these
facilities or activities. This is not to be construed as
the right to rent or lease facilities for permanent
meeting space for recognized clubs or groups.
• , . Membership in the Commuter Center shall be
by trimester.
5. Non-student members, after paying Commuter Center fees for eight separate trimesters after
January I, 1971, shall achieve Life Membership and
need pay no more Commuter Center fees.
6. Degree holding alumni of Northeastern Illinois
State College not enrolled in classes shall be considered members.
Article IV: Commuter Center Board
I. The governing body of the Commuter Center
shall be called the Commuter Center Board. The
Board shall consist of seventeen members; ten students and seven non-students.
2. The student members of the Board shall be:
a.) Eight students from the day schook, selected
by the students of the day school.
b.) Two students, each selected from either the
evening school and/or the graduate school by their
peers.
3. In the event empty student chairs occur on the
Board, the Board shall select by lottery sufficient
interested students to fill these chairs. The Board will
publish notice of vacancies and request that students
interested submit their names for the lottery.
4. There shall be two faculty members, selected by
the Faculty Senate, who meet the requirements for
Comrnuter Center membership as established by the
Board.
5. There shall be two administrative members,
Vice-President for Administrative Affairs (ex officio) and Vice-President for Student Affairs (ex officio), who meet the requirements for Commuter Center membership as established by the Board.
6. There shall be one alumnus member, selected by
the alumni Association, who meets the requirements
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Constitution
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4. The duty of the Vice-Chairman shall be to act in
the absence of the Chairman.
5. The duty of the Secretary shall J:>e to record the
minutes .
Article VI: Voting Power
I. Each member shall have one vote. . ,
2. There will be no proxy votes allowed.
3. At least nine members of the Board shall be
present before a meeting may be convened. At least
five of these must be students.
4. Meetings may be held by the Board without
meeting the quorum requirements for the purpose of
filling vacancies of the Board. No other business may
be conducted at such a meeting.
t
Article VII:
Powers and Duties of the
Commuter Center Board
1. It shall be the duty of the Board to establish the
policies of the Commuter Center subject to the approval of the President of the College.
2. The interests, privileges and rights of membership shall be considered a trust held by the Board and
shall guide all decisions of the Board.

3. A written report for the Commuter Center
membership shall be published conspicuously at
least once a trimester concerning the finances, activities, businesses, attitudes and policies of the Commuter Center.
Article VIII :
Director of the Commuter Center
1. The Director of the Commuter Center shall be
appointed by the President of the College upon the
recommendation of this Board.
2. It shall be his duty to:
a.) Supervise the operation and activities of the
Commutef Center following the policies, restrictions
and rulings set forth by the Commuter Center Board.
b.) Keep all records on file in the Director's office
and, upon request of any Board member, furnish for
Committee or Board use, copies of any and all desired financial or other information.
c.) Present to the Board monthly financial statements concerning all businesses of the Commuter
.Center.
Article IX: Budget
1.) The income of the Commuter Center may be
derived from Commuter Center fees, Student Activities fees, receipts from income-producing units and
various activities and facilities, and legitimate gifts
and state appropriations.
2.) All monies and the handling thereof shall be the
direct concern and responsibility of the Director of
the Commuter Center.
Article X: Amendments
1. This constitution may be amended by a vote of
thirteen members of the Commuter Center Board.
Article XI: By-Laws
1. By-laws covering the operations of the Commuter Center, may be adopted by a majority vote of the
Board.
The Sub-Committee to prepare the first draft of
Constitution:

Mike Stephenson
Karen Ehrlich
John Portenlanger
Eugene Kube
Howard Green
Persons who attended the discussion and amended
the first draft:
Cliff Harrelson
Mike Stephenson
Darlene Smith
William Lienemann
Connie McNeely
Conrad Pitcher
Martin Wasserstrom
Jeanette Blum
Marietta Tornabene
Lenny lntrater
Marianee Linke
Henry Bofman
Steve Mandell
Kathy Sakellaropoulos
William Howenstine
Karen Ehrlich
John Portenlanger
Gene Kube
Howard Green
Mel Skavarla
Helen Straz
Eugene Rinaldi
Final Meeting to Submit last draft :
Cliff Harrelson
Marietta Tornabene
Mike Stephenson
Lenny lntrater
Darlene Smith
Marianne Linke
William Lienemann
Henry Bofman
Connie McNeely
Steve Mandel
Conrad Pitcher
Kathy Sakellarppolous
Martin Wasserstrom
John Portenlanger
Jeanette Blum
Eugene Rinaldi
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Placement news

ers interested in interim contracts
("broken contract" openings for
the remainder of the year may wish
to speak to the representative.
Students interested in areas of
psychology, sociology and political
science should look to the announcement directed to them regarding both summer employment
and a special seminar discussing
career possibilities in the area of
psychology.
December I , 1970 T he State of
Illinois, Depar tment of Personnel ,
will have a representative on
campus to discuss a NEW Governmental Career Training Program
especially designed for college
graduates. Undergraduates should
make a point of attending open
seminars fo r information. The job
market has changed considerably
th is past year and no liberal arts

graduate should wait for the eve of
graduation to start thinking about
an planning for career employment. The Placement Office invites
all interested students to meet with
Mr. Carl Bruhn from 1:00 to· 2:00
p.m. in E-205 for an informal seminar and question-answer period
discussing this new career training
program.
The Standard Oil Company has
notified the Placement Office that
due to reduced manpower needs
this coming year, they will be
unable to visit NISC for recruiting
purposes. However, an y graduates
interested in Marketing C areers
with Standard are asked to refer
their resumes to them. Resumes
and name of Standard officials to
whom these are to be directed , are
available in the Placement Office.

New
Counselor
here

Jean
-Scene
5 Min. from
NISC
thousands of ieans
tops to match
Clothes for guys
Clothes For gals

[
!

headbands-watchbands

JEAN SCENE
~

.3304 W. Foster
t'----

~

-

~

The Guidance and Counseling
Center is announcing the appointment of Dr. Tom Johnson as a part
time counselor. He is replacing
Mrs. Sue Murray who resigned as
of October 3 1st.
Dr. Johnson received his doctorate fro m Northwestern University
and has had extensive college and
university experience in assisting
students with a variety of academic, social and personal concerns.
Students who formerly met with
Mrs. Murray are encouraged to
stop in and meet D r. Johnson. Other students, not specifically assigned to Mrs . Murray, shou ld also
feel free to come by to meet him.
Dr. Johnson is presently on
campus fro m I :00 to 8:00 on Tuesday, from 9:00 to 12:00 noon on
Wednesday and fro m 10:00 to 5:00
on F riday. Should these hou rs be
inconvenient, students may call the
Counseling Center (extension 400)
fo r other hours when he is available.
T he Counseling Center has begun to expand its services so that
more students can be served in the
eveni ng hours.

"Suit your
taste"
This is no time to be
thinking of your teeth, Lambda Sigma Alpha is selling
pollywogs (turtles) at 50c
and $1, Chocolate meltaways at $1, and Peanut butter bits ,at $1 a box.
When? November 23,
24, and 25 - conviently before the Thanksgiving Holidays.
Where? In front of the auditorium and in the North
Dining Hall. ·

-

MON-FRI 11-9
SAT. 10-6
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Uptown Field Center

Archdiocese rep here
Nov. 20, 1970 Mr. Ken Geis will
be in the Placement Office to talk
to stuci,!nts interested in employment with the Cook County Public
Welfare Department.
Nov. 23 , 1.970 The Federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development representative Miss
Leslie Parzik will meet with any
students interested in urban affa irs.
An info rmal seminar will be held
from I :00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. in
E-205. Recruiting fo r interested
individuals will be on an interview
basis from 2: 00 to 4:30 p.m. in the
Placement Office.
N ov. 24, 1970 T he Archdiocese
of C hicago School Board representative, Mr. Philip D 'Appley will be
on campus to recruit teachers for
the schools in C hicago and suburban areas for the school term beginning September, 1971 . Teach-

PRINT

Why? To help support a
Christmas Party at an orphange and to carry on
various other charitable
functions.
P.S., it's better than last
years !

During this tri-mester we have
been recruiting students who are
interested in living and working in
Uptown and have been having continuing meetings with residents of
the Uptown community. A Field
Center will open there"as scheduled
in January. At that time them will
be four or five students moving in
who will live and work there and
another four, some of whom are
are married, who will work in the
community part-time. These students will be working at various
jobs such as tutoring, high school
counseling, a GED program, a

drug abuse program, and Adult
education.
Although registration is about
over now for January, if you are
interested in working in Uptown
and taking courses off campus
think ahead to the spring or fall trimester of 1971. For more detailed
information there will be an information table in front of the library
on Wednesday December 9 or
come to office 33 1 and talk to us.
Carol N eagle - Mondays 12 to I
Stan Newman - Tuesdays 10
to 12
Lisa T ytus - T hursdays 11 to I

Debates seheduled
for Channel 11
A Congressional bill which
' would permit draft eligible men to
avoid military service by objecting
to particular wars--something that
the United States Supreme Court
has so far refused to allow--will be
debated on T HE ADVOCATES.
Tuesday, November 24, at 8 p.m.
on WTTW /Channel 11 . The topic
is: "Should those subject to military service and those who have
evaded it, now be eligible for selective conscientious objector sta. tus?"
T he bill , introduced in Congress
by United States Representative
Edward Koch (D-N .Y .) would
permit eligible men to qualify as
conscientiou s objectors to particular wars. It would al so allow those
who have been convicted of tl raft
evasion or who have fled the
country because of the Vietnam
war to get a "second chance" and
qualify as conscientiou s objectors
to the Southeast A sia conflict.
This would, in effect, ,provid e

amnesty fo r thousands of men who
fl ed to Canada and elsew here rather than be drafted. Many persons
subject to the draft have said that
they o ppose the Vietn am war on
moral grounds, a lthough they have
no objection to wars, per se.
Koc h said he believes that the
objectors perfor med a service by
fo rcing the natio n to examine the
moral and po litical implications of
the Vietnam war. Advocate Howard Miller, who will argue in favor
of the bill, will present as a "witness" Bishop Thomas J . G umbleton, Vicar General of the Detroit
Diocese of the Ro man Catholic
C hu rch.
Advocate William Rusher wi ll
oppose the bi ll , which the d irector
of Selective Service, Curtis Tarr,
has said would "destroy the fabric
of government."
THE ADVOCATES is made
possible by grants from the Ford
Foundation and the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting.

In a match that would get top
billing anyw here, liberal economist John Kenneth Galbraith and
conservative author William F .
Buck ley J r. square off over the
merits of the free enterprise system
on REALITIES--"Jo hn Kenneth
Galbraith vs. William F. Buckley
J r.: A Debate"--Monday, November 23 , at 8 p.m . on WTTW
C han nel I I (repeated F riday, November 27, at 9:30 p.m.).
T he for man debate wil I be on the
motion: "This house holds the
market is a snare and a delusion ."
T he partici pants will appear in full
dress in the historic Debating
Un ion H a ll at Cambridge Un iversity, England. T he debate will be
preceded by a processio n into the
hall of the world's o ldest debating
society, the Cambr idge Debating
Union . Members of the Unio n wil l
join in the debate a nd, afterwards,
decide a wi nner.
G a,lbraith, a Harvard University
economics professor, is a former
United States ambassador to India
u nder the late President Kennedy .
H is writings range from novel s to
memoirs to economic te xts to politica l articles. He is · most noted for

"The Affluent Society," one of the
most infl uential books of the
I 960s, which fi rst pos ited that
America's problems arose, not
fro m too muc h poverty, but fro m
too much afflue nce.
Buckley, editor of the conservative Nationa l Review magazine, also writes a syndicated newspaper column , "On the Right, "
and is host of the Emmy Awardwinning television program, "Fi ring Line." He was defeated in a
contest for New York mayor in
1965. While attending Yale University, Buckley attacked many of
his professors as being atheists and
leftists in his first book , "God and
Man at Yale." His most important
book, "U p From Liberalism," was
recentl y reissued.
T he Cambridge Debating Union
was the scene of a landmark debate
in 1965 between Buckley and author James Baldwin .
REALITIES will be shown nationwide on 200 public telev isio n
stations, and also distrib uted by the
Canad ian Broadcastin g Corporation. It is distributed here by the
Public Broadcasting Service.

Menu for the week
of November 23
Monday, Nov. 23

Meat Balls and Curry Sauce
Roast Beef
Pork Sausage and Wh ipped Potatoes
Tuesday, Nov. 24
Beef Stew
Breaded PorkChop
French Toast
Wednesday, Nov. 25 Beef Croquette
Fried Ch icken
Asparagus on Toast
Food Services will be closed Thursday ~nd Friday.
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Checkrooin strikers
reach settleinent

Support Food BoYcott

extensions to pay his tuition for
next term on two occasions. Others
had to take out emergency loans to
pay for car insurance and doctor
bills.
During the strike, the checkroom was manned by one student
aide while the others picketed.
"We wanted to show our good
faith in working, but just wanted to
be paid." They picketed from 9: 15
until l : 15.
Dean Howenstine met with Mr.
Ronald Wendall, the director of financial aid, Dr. Lienemann, Kathy
Shea, director of work-study, and
Neil Fagus, data processing
analyst. Mr . Wendall talked to several of the strikers at one o'clock,
after the meeting.
Institutional wheels started
creaking, and red tape was quickly
brushed aside. Less than two hours
later, they had their checks. "We
went back to work. We're happy
the way things turned out," Dooley
said.

The timesheets for the student
aides were turned in late at the end
of September: so they didn't receive their checks last month. This
month, they were to be paid for two
months. Warren John, a student
aide for three years, had to ask for

Dr.

Eat free in the
North Dining Hall

by Gene Corey

A student"strike last Tuesday ended on a happy note: paychecks.
Several workers in the school's
checkroom picketed and handed
out leaflets by the information
booth. The student aides are paid
once a month, and they didn't receive their pay last Friday.
"We never get paid on time.
This time we decided to do something about," Mike Dooley said.
Dooley and other student aides in
the checkroom had talked with
President Sachs, Dr. Lienemann,
Dr. Howenstine, and their supervisor, Mr. Harralson, the .director
of the Commuter Center. "We
kept getting the runaround,'' Dooley said.

History Club
Presents

Castelnuovo

Students for A
Better NISC

Prof.of
political

science

Solicology Maiors
Important Meeting

Topic: The Role
of the Military
In Africa

Thursday, Novl9,

1:00 PM B118
4:00 PM E-105

Thursday
Nov. 19
1:00

Rooms A129-31

"Bad Taste Night"
Dr. Strangelove. My Little
Chickadee. A Man and a Woman.
Me, Natalie.
If you're fed up with half-way
decent flicks shown on Tuesday
nights, relief is here. A double feature will be presented next Tuesday, and the movies really stink.

is "Twist Arou~1d the Clock," starring the world-renowned Twisterman Himself, Chubby Checker.
(Joey Dee fans will not be admitted
in the auditorium for this film.) .
As if these weren't bad enough
for one night, a live show, with live
entertainers, will be presented between the movies. The acts include
The films are the main feature of singers, jugglers, a magician, a
"Bad Taste Night," a new venture dean of students who imitates
for free film entertainment. The birds, and a bearded anthropology
festivities start at 7:30, with Percy instructor with latent song and
Kilbride and Marjorie Main in the dance tendencies.
· unforgettable "Ma and Pa Kettle
Please leave your tomatoes at
in Waikiki." (Is Pa Kettle really a home, but B.Y.0 .B. (bring your
surfer at heart?) The second movie own barfbag.).

Print
Needs
Writers
Room ·214
I'll drink to that!

French concert ·shows
A packed auditorium greeted
Mrs. Dorette Walner, French club
sponsor, and Fourgeres Ferrier,
club president, when their welcoming words opened the musicale
W e d n e s d a y , November 11.

Charles De Gaulle was remembered in a short dedication. The auditorium filled fast but the capacity
crowd was completed by George
Rochiccioli, Adjoining Consul
from the French Embassy and Jae-

QUESTION!- Where can you find the largest selection of
corduroy pants for guys & chicks?
ANSWER- Bottoms up!
QUESTION- Where can you find a large selection of
medium & wide Whales?
ANSWER- Bottoms up!
QUESTION- Where can you find thousands of pairs of
Adult Pants for guys & chicks?
ANSWER- Bottoms up!
QUESTION- Where is the Bottoms up?
ANSWER- How should I know , do you think I know all
the answers.

ADULT BOUTIQUE
FOR GUYS & CHICKS
LARGEST SELECTIONS
OF CORDUROYS, WHALES
MED, WIDE

Bottom 5

up

2908 North Broadway,
Chicago, Illinois

~outique

60657

(312) 525-4510

THIS IS OUR ONLY LOCATION

ques Lardot, Attache · de Presse,
and their wives who were among
the late arrivals .
Dr. Edgar B. Gangware directed
the NISC band which he boasted
showing "variety" in its selections.
Among pieces presented were
three marches and a can-can, the
Orpheus Overture by Jacques Offenbach.
Miss Diane Muchowicz was the
choreographer who offered her
services for future concerts.
Among the girls she directed in the
can-can were Meg Crellin , Judy
Kunz, Elaine Pilishak, Helle Remmet, Carmen Valverde and Marlene Wilezynski.
Also in attendance was Jean
Paul Louisot, a French exchange
student who has been at Northwestern university for the past
three months. Louisot is working
on a MBA with intentions of r~turning to France to teach. He said,
"Many of the French exchange
students at Northwestern were
against De Gaulle as an acting politician but all were shocked at the
passing of the De Gaulle era. Per- .
sonally, I think Pompidou was the
man to take over in I 969. No one
was able to get a majority in Parliament to work properly. This is important because the French constitution can not worri: unless there
is an agreement between the president and parliament. Pompidou
was the only man not of the De
Gaulle school who was able to get a
majority. In my opinion, there was
not much choice other than Pompidou and the French were
shocked at Chicago's reception of
Pompidou."
The band concert closed . The reception ended . And Louisot was
put on a train to return to his apartment in the John Hancock building.

Creativity and
self-expression
in Israel

Israel summer programs
Kibbutz, Tours, Archaeology,
University, Arts, Dance, Hebrew

Sherut La' am
Year program combining
a study of Hebrew and
teaching or working -on
kibbutz or in a
' development town.
/

ISRAEL PROGRAMS
220 S. State Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604
939-6427

Essence _ _ by Scott Roudebush_
19

It is becoming painfully apparent that a certain portion of our
faculty still resides in the Dark
Ages of Education.
Is (his, perchance, an unrealistic
statement to be made concerning
any part of the faculty of a modern,
supposedly free-thinking college university campus? In the interest
of true democratic thought, suspend your decision momentarily,
until you have considered some of
the eccentric phenomena to be
. found not at all uncommonly in
our classrooms.
Consider the instructors who are
still taking roll, for instance, even
at this late date past midterm. Remembering that at the beginning of
the term , roll was described as
being "only for the first couple of
weeks, to find out who's here,"
that's one helluva a long two week
period.
So you say you only have one
gung-ho roll-taker, in your case.
Well, one too many. A dangerous
minority to have the power of a student's grade possibly dangling at
the end of a little "x," in a certain,

small box, in a specific grade-•
book .''' Too soon a moral moderator, too late (never) an immortal
instructor.
·
Remember that the "school policy" doesn't help matters any, either, by naming class attendance as
mandatory. But congratulations to
any free-thinking instructors who
create a class in which this becomes
an unnecessary "rule."
Anticipating the opposition to
roll-taking's importance as an issue: oh, wow, but that's it-roll-taking and/or quickie quizzes - the
perfect embodiment of an oppressive, non-student oriented, negativistic academic philosophy held by
those old-fashioned members of
the administrative faculty, Like,
forget the kid (don't be offended,
"older" members of the student
brotherhood - we're all kids at
heart) and the reason he's here in
the first place. TO GET AN EDUCATION. Just make sure that ·
classroom is full of bright, eager
faces (soon to turn into dinnerplates, sans that bright, Lux shine_,
or whatever).

Can roll-taking (physically or
mentally) be anything more than a
check-up on John Q . Student, the
implications bein·g that if he-she
doesn't show up, then some vestige
of a truancy law is being broken?
Who cares? Where's the law that
says all people must attend college '''* , thereby classes? Or is this
just the old "since I had to attend
all my classes at Alma Mater U.,
'52, so do you"; or, more immediately, " if I've gotta be here for 55
or 75 minutes I'll take everybody I
can with me?" Faculty members
don't exactly have guaranteed immunization to such emotional frailities.
But, back to the crux of the problem - yet strangely, also the solution. Once again, we're here TO
GET AN EDUCATION; we take
courses, go to classes to get it. Combining these two facts of the student's existence ~ a student, we see
that we're here because we want it,
and because we want it we'll take
courses to get us where we want to
go; it only follows that if, in the
process, the courses are interesting,

1910
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challenging enough and free to stu- rate, and jeapordizing their ow
dent participation, the attendance success.
will take care of itself. If it doesn't,
Faculty members, fellow huma
something is probably wrong with beings - if you 're guilty of studeu
the course.
suppression, you know who yo"
So, we are on our own, or should are . Get with it, please. Cut out thbe. And we have got to have the stodgy roll-taking, would you?; th
freedom of discretion - whether or ' long, drawn-out, zero student pa;
not we go to class (realizing, as we ticipation lectures, where you stai ·
do, the consequences upon our before class does, and don't com
own learning situations) ; what the up for air until the next class i ·
hell courses we take and whether or blocking the door; the irrelevao
not we want to take them ;· how exams with gross ambiguities am
"free' a class should be - in other uncovered material; and the pe
words, considering attendance, dis- dagogical methods of distributini
cussion, discussion material , even these wierdo cram-exams (0.K .
assignments and due-dates. Man- kiddies, no talking now, everybod~
datory courses, no less, including face the front. ")
forced attendance and even - in the
I'm not kidding.
case of certain, unnamed , non-acaAnd I think I've got 7,999 fel Im,
demic courses - the dictated pur- students to back me up.
chase of the " right" clothes to - - W.W . Scott
wear ; do not have a place in the free *Or lack of an "x," depending o r
college community.
whatever useless method is cur-Our Movement is toward recog- rently utiliz~ by whatever instruc
nition of students as individual, tor. I'd rather not be an "x" i1
free-thinking people. Why certain some gradebook, anyway.
members of the faculty can't seem *"'Other than the Present Ameri
to realize this, is obscure ; but they can Society's "Gotta Get Ahead
ire hindering education, ·at any Law #I"

Spanish directory
The Cabinet Committee on Opportunity for the Spanish Speaking ;
again planning to publish another Directory listing Spanish speakir r
American college graduates. The Directory is for the use of employers i'r
recruiting personnel. Previous editions have been used by governme1 r
agencies and private industry as a valuable tool in securing qualifie r
personnel for their staffs and effecting equal employment opportunitie ·
for the Spanish speaking and Spanish surnamed of the nation.

Spring Vacation
in Ft. Lauderdale

Since recruiters are requesting information on prospective employee .<
prior to the beginning of their senior year in college as well as on senior.,
both juniors and seniors will be listed in the 1971 issue. In future year: :
only juniors will be listed.

-NOW

The deadline for registering is November 30, 1970. Since it would b e
difficult to identify accurately all Spanish speaking students with Spanis:surnames and since it would not be desirable to register a student withot- 1
his permission, any student who wishes to have his name included in th,-.'
proposed Directory should fill in the blank below .. He may drop th ·
completed blank off at the Placeme'n t Office, E-128, or mail it directly t,
the Cabinet Committee on Opportunity for the Spanish Speaking, 180{
G Street, Northwest, Washington, D .C. 20506. NISC students may als4'l
wish to give this information to other than NISC students who are als,
welcome to be included in the Directory. ·

You've got the time
All you need is the Money $
Suppress the myth of the poor college student -

Work!
Why wait to start your career until alter you graduate?
Start Now with

Bankers Li£e & Casualty Co.

1971 DIRECTORY, CABINET COMMITTEE ON OPPORTUNITY FOR THl/
SPANISH SPEAKING
(Formerly Inter-agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs)
1800 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20506
Fill out completely, Incomplete information cannot be processed.

We have one of the best management training programs
in the city and it is open to you - the student

Date of graduation

Street

City

Major

Degree

Name of Student

State

Zip

Address of College

Name of College

DEADLINE DATE: November 30, 1970. Return to Placement Office E-128 or Mai~:
Directly to address above.

Positions are available in:

Underwriting
Correspondence
Claiins Adjusting

G-I ANT HAMBURGERS
640z. Pitoh,, ol Mille,'1 B~e, 11 .75
LIGHT OR DARK
CASUAL AND COZY

ROARING FIREPLACE
To eat here or take out

eve. Hours: 5 pm-12 mid.

BARBECUE RIBS

Bratwurst & other "great"
Charcoal Broiled Items

Apply to Personnel 8:15 AM.;. 8:30 PM
no appointment necessary

PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS

Bankers Li£e & Casualty Co.

COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

Modest Prices

4401 W. LAWRENCE

Kl 5-7701

Open from lunch till 2 A.M.
7 days a week .

I.
\

AMPLE FREE PARKING

2741 W. Howard St. 973~0990

1447 N. Wells 664u2393

" Prices !:or The Student's Budget"

-~~#~~~~~..._.,....,._..~.,. .~ ~ ; ~ ~?)--:."'""...:.~\d'~ ~
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northeastern print
" Freed o m of co n scie n ce, of edu c ation , of speech , of
a sse mbly are among the ve ry fundamentals of d em ocracy and all of the m would b e nullifie d s hould
fr eedom of the press eve r be s u ccessfully c hallenge d. "
-F ranklin D. Roosev e lt

Guest Editorial

Y.S.A. ANSWERS HOOVER
Hoover's letter represents a serious attack o n student rights. While
some people may excuse it as just another smear attack by an agi ng cop
who makes a habit of such pronouncements, actually it is a dangero us
challenge that must be met and repudiated by the entire student movement. T his is but part of an overall Nixon adm inistration campaign to
smash student d issent. One, attorney-general )\1itchell and vice-president
Agnew have both attacked the report by the Scranton Co mmission on
campus unrest. Two, we should account of the FBI's request for appropriations to send 1,000 agents o nto campus fo r the fa ll. And , three, the
Internal Revenue Service has issued a new set of political "guidel ines" fo r
schools to follow in order to maintain their tax-exem pt status. T his has led
to prior censorship of college newspapers in some areas. •
T he Young Socialist Al liance fin ds in this letter an outrageo us twisting
of the truth :
I . They picture society as a monolith and equate opposition to government po licies with a hatred of and desire to destroy everything in society.
They represent the reform and reconstruction of society as disorder and
chaos.
2. They distort and try to obscure the real objecti ves ofradicals, "They
have no rational , intelligent plan," Hoover says. "They'll ask you to
abandon yo ur common sense. "We do move into action Because of an
imaginary handful of"extremists". We want to build an alternative to the
decay and misery we see around us. And this we know is possible. W e want
to stop research for war and use the schools for organizing against the war.
We want to open up college doors to T hird World people and use the
schools to organize for self-determination. We want to break down the
arbitrary restrictions on the fields open to women and use the schools to
organize day-care and abortion centers. We want t,:, study the real history
of wo men, Blacks, C hicagos Puerto Ricans, Native Americans and all
oppressed peoples.
3. They try to make the victim into the criminal and the criminal into
the victim . These men who bear the responsibility for the deaths of hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese, tens of thousands of A merican Gls and
countless others here at home and around the world, have the audacity to
speak about violence as if it came from students.
Finally, the YSA wants to respond to Nixon's a;id Hoover's witchhunting smear of our organization by name. The YSA is a revolutionary
socialist youth organization whose purpose is the building of a revolutionary movement which can lead the working people in the transformation of
society and the construction of socialism. We base our program on the
principles of Marxism and on the traditions of the American people represented by figures like Sam Admas, Frederick Douglass, Sojurner Trugh,
Eugene Debs and Malcolm X .
Today the YSA is one of the best builders of the anti-war movement ·
through our action in the Student Mobilization Committee and the National Peace Action Coalition. They YSA is a multi-national organization, and Third World YSAers are active in all phases of the struggles for
self-determination of the oppressed national minorities. We work for the
formation of an independent Black political party such as the Chicagd La
Raza Unida Party in the Southwest. Women YSAers are active in the
Wo men's Liberation Movement. We were builders of the August 26,
1970, women's strike.
The YSA is an open , legal organization ; our ideas and activities are not
secret and never have been. In fact, we do all we can to publicize them as
broadl y as possible because we want the growing numbers of young
people who share our ideas to join the YSA !
Bob K issinger, Young Socialist alliance
For infor m: 180 N. W acker Rm. 310
Phone: 641-0147
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The Shut Down
The shut-down of N ortheastern Publications po ints up a tragic loss of
communication and understanding betwee n the increasingly d ista nt admin istration and an alienated, bel igerent minority of.students at NISC.
Events of the past few trimesters have broke n dow n any trust that was
mutually held between the so-called "radicals" and the administratio n.
T he result of this lapse was the suspension of a campus organization by
one man, Bill Howenstine-Dean of Students. This is regrettabl e, that
much power should not be placed in the hands of one man or office. By
Dean Howenstine freezing funds until legal questions are answered he is
in effect saying to the members of Northeastern Publications to prove to
him that they are not guilty.
While it is undesirbale for the Dean of Students to put himself into this
position as sole judge of the merits of the media on campus, it has to be
realized that the machinery to take care of controversial actions, as that of
Northeastern Pub ., is not available. What other ways does the College
have of dealing with a newspaper which has neglected the responsibilities
attached with fund ing from the school. There simply are none. Dean
Howenstine in fact took the action independently instead of bringing it
before the Student Affairs Council because the SAC is the only appeal left
to the students before President Sachs.

It seems that the need is clear then for some, for want of a better term,
Publications Board which will act as an initial jurisdiction body in controversial cases which cannot be handled on the organizational level.

Statement
f·rom S.A.C.
T he Student Affairs Council, in light of its decision that the present
student president is unconstitutional and that the existing student constitution (Oct. 1967) is indeed still in effect, is planning to establish the
machinery to create an Ad Hoc Elections Committee, composed of
students and faculty, to conduct student elections for a Student Senate,
and prepare the way for a viable student government.

print
The Northeastern Print is a student publication of
Northeastern Illinois State College, Chicago, Illinois. Opinions ex pressed within do not necessarily reflect those of the admi n istration.
print staff
Marnie Fournier
Dave Green
Linda lmmergluck
Mike Kesselma n
Jack Challem
Brian Kil mn ick
Barb Sielecki
Ros ie Rees
Robe rta Thomas
Fred Englis h
Janey McGann
Scott Rhoudebus h

/~?{lt

Leslie Mermall
Fran k Konrad
Grace Wo uters
Glen Jurmann, Editor
Connie McNeely, Manag ing Editor
Ellen Fried man , Busi ness Manager
Bill Spreitzer, Photogra phy Ed itor
Columnists :
Del Breckenfeld
Jim Martin
Gene Corey
Eugene Barnes
Warren Sandle r

It was decided at the Nov . 9 meeting that next week, the faculty
members of the Council (since the student members are now disqualified from serving) wiU create the needed Ad Hoc Elections Committee which will be charged with the task of preparing the guidelines
and deadlines for student elections.
Once the election occurs and a duly constituted Senate is created,
student representatives can be elected to school councils according to
the procedures outlined in the Student Constitution. The Council recognizes that changes in the 1967 Constitution may be desired by some
students but that amendments to it, or the conducting of a new and
separate constitutional referendum, cannot be instituted or considered
until a Student Senate is operative. T herefore, the energies of the SAC,
and we hope of all those interested in student government, wi ll be
directed in the coming weeks to the implementation of a Student Senate election.
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Executive Board of
Faculty Federation, NISC, Speaks out
STATEMENT ON TUITION INCREASES AT THE STATE COIJ..EGB:S A/-.'D lTTHVERSITIES
THE FACULTY FEDC:RATIO!! , !IORTl!AAST@N ru.rnors STATE COLLEGE
LOCAL 2123, AMERICAN F'EDERATIOiJ OF TEACliliHG , AFL- CIO

l'r<>n ,

The Fa<:11l ly Fe-derat!on. l.oca! 212:\, Ameri.<.'1fl Fede ru t 1on of leachen.

The State Board of Higher Education again plans to tno:re as c t 'J.ition at the
State Colleges. The Facnl ty F'ederation of Northeaste rn i llino:Ls State College

./It c,u~ meel ing of tod;w, the l'.xeLUf ive l\na r d of th,• racultv Fede r
atton !)<!~sc,J unanin•,usly t he following mot ion .

strongl y opposes this -tncr0ase, for the following reasonf> :
1)

C Ni , slro -Sabat, r>rc5 ident

"Tc cY.r,ress our concern ~-1th the low qua lity and high
nrices of the food in the Cafoter i a , we support t?1e •.tuden•
boyc ott of th<! Cafet e r ia , \Ye ur r,e all Faculty t o join rn

Just as high school education was made free when it
was re cognized a s necessary for society , so college
education is a necessity in t oday's job m£i.rl-:e t. Industry,
·which in its present state of d.e vPlopmen:. needs this
highly qualified· later l.'o·~·ce, s i1ol ..l ,..:. l)(;ar the :".'la~or
portion o.:' the coct . ColleGC gra-luates r ay for the ::::ost
of their educa tion i.n 1iaying h igl1cr income taxes b~ca"t;.se
they have higher income s . T"nere is no need for s tudent s
to pay for their education while in collcee, s:in<:e t hey
pay for it rr.nny t ime s over aft€r they graduate.

that boycott .,
Furthermore, wt' request Prusident <;ac-hs t o appoint a
Board of Inquiry to mve,Hgate the operations of the Caf
eteria . This Board shoul G' be e~1f>QWc 1-ed to negotiate with
outsi.d~ fooo se1-vi ces if it find~ it necc,s5ary. "

2) - Any i r..c reasc in tuition is a backward step : it discriminates
agai ns t people wi th l ow and middl e i ncomes. Such f ami l ie s
often must ma..'ke a choice as t o which child they will see
through school., and most often it. is the son rather than
the daughter. This brings about bitterness a nd family
division, and continues the pattern of dj_scr:i.mination
a gainst women and the poor of all ra~es.

3)

Have you seen the RIDE BOARDS?

High-priced education affects the s tudent-teacher relat ionship .
It pits students again st teachers and is hmmd to create
str ong s tudent di Gconte nt.

4) We recognize

by lyNda aNN immergluck ·

that as the cost of education increases we

iN the middle of the cafeteria sat five members
of Nisc's total populatioN: a studeNt, aN admiNistrator, a secretary, aN iNstructor, aNd a security
maN. they were discussiNg the NortheasterN
rides aNd their argumeNt was just - eNd NoNiNterest iN N 's!
iN this world of a pathetic people, wheN the
world is chokiNg for air ; a loNe voice crys out:
"drive me to school if you' re goiNg my way" aNd
a Nasty Narcissist aNswer: "N o way" while sNickeriNg aNd almost rammiNg iNto a tree as he
looks at the lost sole from the hoe of a walkiNg
NoN - busridiNg persoN .
·
so the five daypeople met at the rouNd table
aNd made a decisioN- " ifwe took turNs driviNg
oNe car iNstead of five aNd took NeighboriNg
Nisc-goers to aNd from the school, the world
might be more pathetic!"
the meetiNg eNded with eNthusiastic aNd
eN ergetic thoughts. theN the five people weNt
iNto five differeN t cars a N d drove oNward,
while passiNg saddle Ned citizeNs waviNg big
black or browN N's a N d all were thiN kiNg:
"No way!"

.must make e,rery effort to see to it that. public monies

are spent ._.risel y . We reconnnend to the Board of Higher
Education that it try to reduce administrative costs , for
they have been t he f astest growing budget item .
Therefore, we should hold the line on tuition. , and aim to
reduc e it in the f uture . Ot.:.r ultimate goal should be
fre e coll e ge education.

lThe above re s olution was approved una:1imousl.~• on ::owr.co2r 10, 19·,o, by
the Executive Board of the Faculty Federation: C. Nissim- Sabat ( Pre s i dent),
B. Austrheim ·(Vice President), J. I. Macdonald ( Secretar"•-Treasurer} ;
T. Farr, M. A. Schwartz, c. Shervanian, D. Seigel , K. WHliams (Members of
the Executive Board).]
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Do most students at NISC know
or care about Freshman Orientation, or is it only the freshmen
who suffer throug h it the ones who
care?
All freshmen are required to
take Freshman Orientation. It is a
requirement for graduation. It
meets one hour each week and consists, for the most part, of pure
boredom.
Attendance is mandatory. And if
you're unlucky enough to get a - - for an orientation leader, you will
have to take Orientation over again
if you have more than three absences.
Who can I complain to about
this? Is there anyone who wan ts to
change this ridiculous requirement?
A FRESHMAN

· Real men and real life
l).)i;.1...1....,
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Contributed Anonymously

Mr. Hill in his story Reality and
Dreams brings up some interesting
questions about human nature. He
seems to be stating that man 's basic
nature does not change very much
and thus a society based on cooperation, selflessness and brotherly
love is only a wild dream.
In his story Mr. Hill tries to be
logical and scientific inorder to distinguish reality from dreams. However, it is not very scientific to dis-

cuss a topic as abstract and generalized as human nature without first
defining it. Th is Mr. Hill has not
d_o ne. The concept of hu man nature can be understood in various
ways by many people and some do
not seem to understand it at al l. It
would be helpful to have a scientific definition of human nature
that most people could come together on.
Human nature can be defined as
a single universal form which all
individual beings share. It can also
be defined as the sum total of every
individual living being. If you examine both of these definitions
carefully you will see that they
tend to be vague, abstract cou ld relate to with some degree of uniformity.
Instead of looking at human nature in such abstract terms, I suggest a less ambiguous interpretation. Human nature can be no
more than what all men actually do
in their social and historical environ ments. It is far more sc ientific
to observe real active men and their
real life happenings when trying to
learn abo ut human nature rather
than wo rking with abstract concepts and unverified generalizations.
Through a study of history and
natura l science we can examine human nature by seeing what •real active men and their real life happenings have done. Biologicall y man
has changed from an ape-like
creature to his present form . C ulturally there can be no questions
that enormous changes have ac-

tually taken place in human customs, ideologies, arts, methods of
production, institutional forms, religious, ethical, legal and political
norms.
If we look at human nature as
what real active men do and their
real life happenings that occur, it
can be seen as an historical fact that
human beings have changed considerably both biologicall y and socially from the past and our present
position is not one of permanence
either. If the process of history is
indicative of the future we can expect even more changes in human
nature.
Thus human nature which is the
history of evo lvi ng mankind has
changed, is still changing and wi ll
most likely cont inue to c hange until some of those goals of cooperation, selflessness and brotherly love
are attained.
David P. Marcus

Forum is open to all members
of the college com munity for the
exchange. of ideas and opi nion s.
No anon ymou s letters will be
accepted for publication but names
will be withheld upon request.
Opinions expressed in forum do
not necessarily reflect those of
the Print. Address all comments ·
to E-214.
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Datsun
delivers extras
that others
charge extra
for or don't
have.
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James
martin
"Carry it On"
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of "Carry it On", now playing at
the 3 Penny Cinema, is the fact that to a large percentage of the filmgoing
audience, it will possibly seem dated.
With non-violence as a way of life (was it ever?) on the wane in many
levels of American society, I suspect that people who three or four years
ago would have lined up around the block to see Joan Baez in person oron
film, will not be interested in what by now seems to be naive idealism and
blind faith . The revolution that Miss Baez talks of, and that which is
becoming a violent reality are two entirely different things and bear no
resemblence to one another. If it is the case that many people are no longer
interested in the ideology of Joan Baez and David Harris, it is truely
regrettable, because (and especially today) I suspect we all could learn
greatly from them .
Harris and Baez represent ideals which are simple and unfettered really, and appropriately, "Carry it On" is a simple and itimate film about
them as people. Never mind what they stand for or may not stand for, look
at them as people who live by their particular standards from day to day.
In the film we are shown into the day to day lives of these two people so at
peace with themselves while in the midst of a struggle for a lifestyle, and
the experience is a rewarding one. We do get a small amount of Harris's
preachings, and some of Miss Baez's probings in the course of the film,
but on the whole they both are ineffective, and the film becomes at its most
important level , a love story. It is a love story about two people in love with
each other, and in love with an ideal, and it must be viewed as such.
The documentary-style film opens with Harris's arrest for speaking
about draft resistance at a California high school, and procedes thru a
series of peaceful moments between the two of them, up to the point that
Harris is hauled away by federal marshals to serve out his prison term
for draft evasion. (It's an interesting irony, that on this same day that
Harris is to begin his prison sentence, three men are on their way toward
the moon - a paradoxical convergence of divergent lifestyles if ever there
was one.)
For the greater part of the film then, we follow Miss Baez around on
tour, listen to her sing (about a dozen numbers), and talk, and listen to her
readings of Harris's letters from prison. Throughout, a sense of intimacy
and warmth is conveyed, and the sell is never hard, but always soft. Part of
the success of the film surely lies in the fact that the viewer is never
hammered away at with a "message". Rather, any messages are conveyed
subtly by merely watching and listening to these two peaceful people who
can say more with a song or a glance than with reams of rhetoric.
I hope "Carry it On" is a more successful film (in terms of audience
numbers), than it was on the afternoon that I saw it ; for it is indeed a fine
and glowing portrait of two ge:nuine people who share a common belief in
the betterment of mankind. And although, as Miss Baez says at one point,
" I am not an optimist, and I don't get disillusioned becaus~ I never was
illusioned", one can't help but have the feeling that if there were a few
more people like the Harrises aro und, we would at least have a start in the
right direction. I suspect, however, that as is so often the case, those people
who need to be exposed to this kind of film the most will not see it; and
that, as I said is regrettable. For whether one disagrees or agrees with the
particular non-violent beliefs of Miss Baez and David Harris, one can't
help but see how deeply a person can be commited to a belief and to a love
in this sutle and warm film.
Evidently because "Carry it On" was not expected to draw as well as it
once might have, it is being run with " Don't Look Back", that venerable
Bob Dylan film which is always worth another viewing - even if you have
seen it six times.

corner
More material for lining birdcages:
... Except for in a high school football cheer, when was the last time you heard .
someone refer to twenty-five cents as "two bits?"
.. . Just about everybody knows that some words are so abstract, they really
have no meaning. Justice in the United States refers to an essence which is very
different to justice in South Africa or the U.S.S..R. A mother who tries to be
patient with her young children says she loves them, but so does the woman who
beats her kids for not keeping quiet. Similarly, I wish someone would tell me what
some actors and actresses on late night talk shows mean when they talk about how
great it is to be able to "really communicate" with another person.

Price $1990 p.o.e.

DATSUN

. .. New word for the day-zax: n. an instrument for cutting and trimming
roofing slates; a slate ax.
. .. On the subject of LSD, Confucius said: Man who trip often, should watch
step.
... A scrap of paper is on the table you're sitting at. You'd like to get it off the
table. You can sit there and stare at it, wishing it would jump off the table. You
can wait until somebody comes by to wipe off the table, or until a breeze blows it
off. You can talk to it, yell at it, or pound the table with your fist and demand that
it get off the table. Or you can just brush it off with a swipe of the back of your
hand - a small example of the difference between thinking or talking about doing
something, and doing it.
. . . "The harder the conflict, the more glor-ious the triumph . What we obtain too
cheap~we esteem too lightly ; 'tis dearness only that gives everything its value. I
love the man that can smile in trouble, that can gather strength from distress, and
grow brave by reflection. 'Tis the business of little minds to shrink ; but we whose
heart is firm and whose conscience approves his co'nduct, will pursue hi s principles until death." - Thomas Paine.

Drive a Datsun .. . then decide at:

SCHMIDT MOTORS
3527 N·. WESTERN
CHICAGO; ILLINOIS

SHAFER
FLORISTS

BRYN MAWR
KIMS-ALL

Roundabout Frank's
almanac

PHONE - 478-6276
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL .
NISC STUDENTS

Thursday, November 19, 1863. Five score and seven years ago, Abe Lincoln brought forth to the fields
of Gettysburg, his short address. It must have comforted the dead soldiers greatly.
On November 20, 1968, the population of the US
officially reached 200 million, according to a "population clock" in the national census bureau. Almost
two years later, on t,his last November 12, 1970, the
same population clock, on noon of that day estimated
the US population at 205,143,975. Keep in there,
folks. (By the way, what were YOU doing around
Christmas of 1967?)
.
On November 21, 1899 , Garret Hobart, vice-president under William McKinley, died in office.
McKinley later replaced Hobart with Theodore
Roosevelt, who became president when McKinly was
assassi nated. But does anyone remember that Aldous
Huxley died on the same day? (Now that that's over,
thank Ford, we can continue.)
November 25. This seems to be the week for vicepresidents and - or presidents dying in office. On this
day in 1885 , Thomas Hendricks, vice-president under
Grover Cleveland, died . When Cleveland was elected
again, His vice-president was Adlai Stevenson, greatgrandfather of Adlai III , our present senator of Illinois.

& FACULTY

The VW Fastback.
The only car that gives you two
trunks for the price of one.
Drop by. We'll sh ow you where the engine is.

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

6035 N. BROADWAY
@ BR 5• 3500

Open Eves .
Closed Sun .

TONG'S TEA GARDEN
1 block east
of NISC

3411 W. BRYN MAWR
KE 9:.9650

NEW DINING ROOM

AMERICAN FOOD

LUNCH AND DINNER
HOURS: 11 AM. to 10:00 PM.
Now serving student lunches all day

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
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"New Morning''
I have a friend who, for as long as I can remember, has been what you would call an out-and-out
Dylan freak. He worshiped him so much that
anything else ·he heard was always judged in relation to Bob Dylan. But lately, I was surprised to
find that he had bought neither of the two previous Dylan albums and if that wasn't enough, I
noticed that he has stopped talking with a nasal
twang! When I asked him why the sudden about
face, he simply replied "no comment." Well anyway, I've always like Bob Dylan (sometimes his
songs more than him) and have understood that
like any great music figure, he always had to be
one up on his audience to remain popular.
Frequently this caused some fan to be personally
offended; like when he first began to add electric
instruments to his performance and express their
hostilities towards him.
I honestly don't know how most people feel
about Dylan today, though I do know that any
new Dylan Album, regardless of style or uniqueness, is a very important event and influence in

the music world. With this in mind, I went home and
plopped onto my record player a copy of Dylan's
latest, "New Morning" (KC 30290). After hearing
the first song, "lfnot for You," I knew that l.) Dylan
was continuing in a country style that evolved with
"Nashville Skyline" and 2.) that his songs would be
simple, yet melodically interesting. Many of the older
Dylan traits became evident the more I listened to
the record. He still has the smoother voice and
continues to sing off-key passages that makes one
wonder if he is not just making up the melodies as he
goes on. I could be wrong, but one thing that really
impressed me as being different about "New Morning" was the way that he incorporates many different
styles of music without ever losing the country theme
throughout the L. P.
In the past, I had felt that Dylan was flirting
with different styles, but this album shows how
much he has been influenced by some very recent
styles. For instance,. "If Days Run True," is built
on some fine Jazz patterns and features some excellent jazz-piano by Al Kooper coupled with the

~::-,~~r'~·'_
\

scat singing by Maetha Stewart.
However, all through the tune is an undertone
of country guitar-picking that prevents the whole
album 'from abandoning his basic style. Then it's
his turn on piano in a very beautiful
McCartnyish type number, "Sign on the Window." The thing is that I don't think any of the
songs on the album are a put-on . Nor is Dylan
impersonating anyone when he is using each
style of music. All in all though , " New Morning" is nothing that anyone didn't expect from
Bob Dylan. If anything, it's right in step with the
more recent L.P. s that have featured the more
simplistic, freewheeling sound. But then again,
that's nothing new for him either.
Dylan has aimed in this direction for a longer
time than almost anyonj • who has been popularizing it. He's been the more mature, not-socruel Dylan for quite a few records, and this is
just another side of the''old face. By the way, later
I asked my ex-Dylan freak friend how he liked "New
Morning" and all he said was, "mighty fine ... "

Hujambo Rafiki
by Eugene Barnes

Hujambo!
This issue of eventful episodes has led me toward the inquiry of news,
notes and knowledge.
On November 21, 1970, which is a Saturday, a conference for InService and Pre-Service Educators will take place right here in the auditorium. The chairman, being a gifted black-man, is Mr. Warner Sanders;
who also happens to be my instructor for Introduction to Social Welfare.
It is in my experience, the course, an excitingly open class participation in
the welfare of man . Warner, as many of his students call him, presents
himself dynamically, socially hep and an intellectual connoisseur. "The
Teacher In The Inner City School", will be dealt with by persons who are
authoritative in various areas of this conference. Admission is free. I
suggest quite strongly that many of you come and learn what will come
-from such a meeting.

ENSEMBLE IRIIITIQUE ET.Clll.TIIREL ·DE ·a, REPUILIQUE DE 8111EE

Now for the notes, again the "Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago" are offering paid positions of approximately eight weeks in duration . Forty agencies participated in J.he 1970 program. This program is
not designed for students seeking just a summer job. Early application is
desirable. So if you are completing your sophomore or junior year, preference will be given. This program is designed for those students looking for
an opportunity to explore the field of "Social Work" as a possible career.
See Mrs. Galagher for more information in the Placement Office just
outside the faculty dining hall. Come as soon as you finish this memo.
Some kinda wonderful event took place during the Homecoming
Game, that being the candidates for Homecoming Queen. There were
about twenty females chosen, how, that's still a mystery. But I do feel that
next year the bodies responsible should be more congenial appr~ach in
this candiate business, so that there can be a cross selection of the students
and clubs here on campus. Miss "Viola Baines", a senior and Chemistry
major, was a strong runner-up for Homecomming-Queen. All candidates
received gifts.
The Physical Education Dept., reveals that there are several agile black
female students gainly in the cusp of the athletics. These olympian-like
"soul-sisters" are "Denise Heard, Cynthia Scott, Sandra Dickerson and
Loraine Foster", in "Woman's Gymnastics". Loraine Foster is also ari
active point gainer and "Florine Bananas" makes her contribution to the
"Womans Basketball ." Go get'em Eagles!!!
To those of you who made the Homecoming Game, I know you could
have used a decanter that afternoon, but you can bet your "fuzzy ferret"
that Gwenetta, Gwen, Vickie, and Cathy The Captain and the rest of the
squad, chilled their "brown stripes" off.
A philosophical note, fear _is the absence of courage; courage is the · ·
presence of faith.

BIGSBY & KRUTHERS
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS

at DISCOUNT PRICES!

Thursday, November 19, 1970
College Auditorium; 8:00 p.m.

BLU E JEA NS - Ro>g. 8 .00 - Our Proce - $5 .5C
WOO L PANTS - Reg 14.JS -- Our Price - S8.00
SW EATERS - Reg. 20 .50 - Ou r ProcP - S10.00
SUEDE JACKETS - Reg . 60 .00 - Our Price - S35.00

'BIGSBY & KRUTHERS
3135 N . BROADWAY , CHICAGO
WHERE YOU S- T-R - E-T-C - H YOUR THREAD BREAD .
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BLUE CROSS
More than 1200 students who became new subscribers under the
student insurance plan have their
Blue Cross Wallet I.D. cards waiting for them in the Health Service.
To date only about 300 students
have picked them up.
You must be able to present a wallet I.D. card at any hospital in order
to avoid cash payment for services
or avoid being billed. If you paid
the $ 11 .00 Health Insurance Fee
and you do not already hold a wal-

Jet card, you should pick it up today. You may need hospital care at
any time and that wallet card. is
your assurance of payment for that
care.
If you wonder about whether your
old card is still valid stop by Health
Service or call us to check it for
you.
If you are not aware of what your
insurance entitles you to, stop in
Health Service and pick up a brochure describing the benefits.

HERE
DOUBLE
S&H
GREEN STAMPS

Food and clothing drive
Newman Club will sponsor a food and clothing
-drive beginning Wednesday, November 18 and
ending the following Wednesday before Thanksgiving, November 25. Tables will be placed outside the entrance to the South Dining Half. Alf
items collected go either to the Chicago Southern
Center in Uptown or to a nonaffiliated Community
Center in the ghetto section of Davenport, Iowa.
Warm clothing is especially needed.
If by chance, you have things to bring which
you cannot transport to school, please calf
583-6109 and we 'll arrange a pick-up for you .
Everything you can bring will be greatly appreciated.

22ND CENTURY PRESENTS

TEN YEARS AFTER
QUATERMASS
SKID ROW MYLON

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY ·of the Week
ALVAN'S ST AND
ARD SERVICE
•

M.C.-WGLD's Gwen Johnson
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER i0-8:00 PM
SYNDROME

FUNK ZAPPA &THE
MOTHERS OF INVENTION

M.C.-WCFL's Paul Christy
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21-8 :30 PM
AUDITORIUM

4000 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

SMOKEY ROBINSON
&THE MIUCLES

Raoul's Pub

Ill I

M.C.-WCFL's Larry O'Brien
SUNDAY , NOVEMBER 22-7:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

6350 N. Lincoln
Ladies Night- Every Tues.
Lincoln and Devon
Sc Beer - 25c Mix Drinks
Open_ 4 p.m. tit~ a.m . Sunday- 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. - 1 dollar
Cocktail Hours 4 t1/ 7 p.m .
All the beer you can drink
2 for the price of 1

CHICABO

SEALS & CROFTS

MARTIN, GUILD, GIBSON, FENDER, GARCIA

Cheap, Easy To Play beginning guitars. Student
discounts on all purchases.,
Lessons - Expert Repairs

1322 Chicago Avenue Evanston

866-6866

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS

M.C.-WCFL's Ron Britain & Gary Gears
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26
7:00 & 10:30 PM-AUDITORIUM

All attractions at the Auditorium Theatre
are $6.50, $5.50, $4.50, $3.50 . Tickets are
now available at the Au ditorium Theatre B-Ox
Office, all Chicagoland Montgomery Ward
stores, Flip Side Records at 3314 W. Foster,
Chicago and 732 Elm Street, Winnetka , and
all othe r Ticketron outlets.
The Syndrome is located in the Chicago
Coliseum at 15th & Wabash . Tickets . are
$5 .00 general admission and available at
your neighborhood Ticket Dealer.
Ticket Dealer Locations are : Chicago: Flip
Side Records , 3314 W. Foster; Grammaphone ,
2663 N. Clark; Midwest Stereo, 1445 W.
Morse; One Octave Lower, Piper's Alley in
Old Town ; One Octave Lower, 175 W. Washington; Music and Books, Ford City Shopping
Center ; Winnetka: Flip Side Records, 732
Elm ; Lombard: Yo rktown Records, 144 York•
town; Evanston : One Octave Higher, 1730
Orrington; Buffa lo Grove: One Octave Lower,
1300 W. Dyndee .
·

100's OF NEW & USED GUITARS
FOLK, CLASSIC, ELECTRIC ALL AT DECENT PRICES!

588-9850

588-9365

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS
•
•
•
•

TUNE-UPS
TRANSMISSIONS
BRAKES RELINED
RADIATORS

•
•
•
•

WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
HAND WASH
TIRES - BATTERIES

free

classifieds
For Sale

FOR SALE
1968 Cougar. Excellent condition. 17000
miles. $1700 call 637-7466 or contact
Fran through the Print office.

"Guitar□" Autoharp, excellent condition,
only $20.00, contact Barb, 27 4-6542.

For Sale
1959 Chevrolet with paint job, plush carpeting, 3 speed stick, independent radio,
coll Ken-625-2314
For Sale
Cadillac, 1964 sedan De
immaculate, silver with
black leather interior,
coast, must sell. Call me
Bill! Tu 9-4363

SUBLET-3 ½ rooms; vie of Foste r and Kimbell; Heot, wa ter, stove & refrig. Included; ava ila ble Dec. 1st 1970; $98.00 per
month. Call Pat 267-3150 Monday-Friday
anytime a fter 6:00 pm

Ville, full power,
black viny l top,
moving to eost
at work, ask for

For Sale Royal Man ual Typewriter: Elite
Type $40.00 676-0055
For sa le an Avrim taperecorder good
shape handles up to 5" ree l 2 speeds
on ly $35 see Don A-wing car rell

GIRLS: Interested in earning Extra cash
selling cosmetics in your spare time? No
experience needed. Call Sandye or Bob
after 5:00 p.m. 842-6681 .

Wanted:
Single or t wo d ra wer file cabinet good
cond iti on, reasonable offer See Don
A-wing carrell 2

For Sale
Grundig Taperecorder 7" reel, 2 speeds,
fine shape, $30 or best offer see don
A -w ing carrel 2
Free Cats and Kittens
Presently I am feeding 10-15 ca ts in
the neighborh ood who have been ·abandon ed or lost. With winter coming they
will need homes with people who con
give tl->em love. Every day I feed them in
front or back of my building be t ween 4
and .4:30. Stop by then and you con pick
a cat. Barbara 4842 N . St. Louis
A BUS INESS FOR YOURSELF?
It's not absurd. Devote some spare
time in the even ing, ·and you can
establish your own business w ith a
very
luc r ative
income.
Want
detail s?
Call
M r.
Denning
929-1207,
after 5 :30 pm, o r any weeke nd.
2 Bell & Howell . 8mm camera for
sale . $50.00 for both . One light w/
holder inc'luded. 583-6365
The Electric Gas Campany, 4813 N. Central Park Open Noon to 8:30 pm Smoking supp lies, posters, insense, leather
goods ond electronics .

Found
Brown and tan fe m ale dog -found roamin g around Northeastern halls-will owner Please call Gail-ju8-536 1
For sa le
Picture frames-a ll sizes and kinds .
er stuff. Even a Life size paper collie
All interestin g stuff. Some "ery old
" togs-etc. All private and cheap.
Belomont and Calif. Call 539-3981

Passionata? ? ?
Some carrels have cranberries and others
have fugs, but ours is the only one to
have a Red Fire p lug.
, No. 65

ciga rs, pipes, reefers, wa ter pipes, but no

Look up at the scoreboard Phil!
Signed
1 Brian and the California Go lden Seals

Hey Ju de,
Yesterday I should have
Don ' t let me dawn , I've
lovely Rita let it be. She 's
wi th a little help from my
Love
Michelle

known better.
got a feeling
leaving home
friends.

Congradulations Marge Smith, N ewman
Club Finnally beat us in the float contest.
As I w as truing to tell the girls, an invisable float may be quite a trick, but what
have you got to shaw for it.

MARY Al ice Cuny, How could I have
missed you . I 'II never forgive myself. Oh
Well, Glad you were there.
Sag ittariusThank you for the
ger King in Addison
your poo l cue
Virgo

lun ch at Bur Ill.. Chalk up

.S. l. R. - Which w ay you going Villi?
J&R

Glen
It is on injury to all, not a blow to one
student is a blow to all .

Dear John
MEEP, MEEP!
ILL

Hey Gary
Nov. 29th is the day!
Your loving brother, Mike, dummy

GaryYou put WHAT, WHERE?
Doug,
Happy anniversary yesterda y!
Linda

To a worried student,
Draft Counseling services are available. Contoct Terri Hart 487-6260 or Connie McNeely in the Print office.

.

Dear Vernon
We'll shaw themi
Rosemarry
Attention White Knight : Better find . the
Ajax, your armor is tarnished.
Prince Charming

AXE GAVE TKE THE AXE.
TKE GAVE AXE THE TROPHY.
WE GOT IT AND WE'RE KEEPING'IT
THE AXE BOYS

I am responsible for my debts only-Gene
Kube
Send Nikita Khrushchev a get well card.
.B.G .-lt was our pleasure -The Virgins

cigarettes.-Eh kids.

WABUGATE 'S MACHILIMACTINACS
ARE ALIVE AND WELL.
Othdog.
PhoLoe.

Hi Kids,
I'm Bob Cousey
Quit Cigarette Smoking, cigarette smoking is bad for you r health. Cigarette
smoking has been linked ta cancer and
other respiratory diseases. Smoke pipes

D.g . & E.g .
Ther is a party at Ba nner's Bluff tonight
with a bonfire . Bring the Boones in the
beer wagon .
M .C.

Like ta perform at a coffee house near
NISC? Call 583-6109
Mary Ann and Hitler make such a love ly
couple don't you think Diane?
Hate you r next door neighbor, but, don ' t
forget to say grace. " Eve of Destruction "

Notice to Freshman Orientation Group9:00 AM wednesday morn ing : You viii
do oz I say und you viii like it!! You viii
ship up of shape uot!! Und no more Stag
Films!! Sincerely,
Your Benevolent Leader
Lee

S., (E.B.N .M.),R. we love you.
Dear S.L. R. so glad to hear you r vena
cava's better
R.&J.

Sandy-I like it short!
Bill

Check out the Ecology Club.
It's insane to have your clothes cleaner
that the water you d rink.
Happy 18th birthday LULU N ovember
19th
Barb

N.De Brown-Please contact.
K. Ross

S.B.kiss, kiss, kiss, kiss, kiss, kiss. -B.M .
Want to help fill out your girl 's figure?
Buy her a box of LS.A . Candy!!
Hey Randy & John
RE -E-E-E-E-E -E-E-! !
Je rry
Hi Paul
Have you been practicing the tango
late ly ? What did you r w ife say about
the cha-cha contest you won with th'a t
. school teacher .
LS.A candy has fewer calories . . . .p rov ided 1 ou toke littl e bites.
Make our Korean orphan smile, buy a
box of LS.A . condy. Nov. 23, 24, 25.
Rick,
just what does Palm Springs have that
Chicago lacks?
Joyce

---=..
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NISC CALENDAR OF EVENTS
thursday, 19, nov
tke free film
series 3:00
auditorium

'

-

syndrome
presents
TEN YEARS
AFTERS:00

les ballets
africians 8 p.m.
aud.

tuesday, 24, nov
free film series
presents:
an evening
with
ma and pa
kettle and
lou and chubby
6:15 aud.

monday, 23, nov

friday, 20, nov

wednesday,25,nov
teach-in 1-3 in
b-lounge

.
THANKS GIVING

-.

/

/

tuesday, 1 dee
free film series
TOBACCO
ROAD
7:30aud.

monday, 30, nov

wednesday, 2, dee
teach-in 1-3
b-lounge

thrusday, 3, dee
tke free film
series 3:00 pm
aud.

'

'

Right

Planned Parenthood

on

posterboard, construction
.
paper, magic markers,
paint brushes, oak tag,
newsprint, greeting cards,
used books, mat board,
general' supplies, beautiful
girls, friendly atmosphere,
and an esthetic view of the
pool hall.

Its all underground at the

book nook
in the basement - by the pool hall.

Lou Stein, nineteen, greets teen-aged visitors at Planned Parenthood's Teen Scene session.

Planned Parenthood Association, Chicago Area, announces
the opening of its Teen Scene.The
new progr ..m offers rap sessions,
pregnancy tests and contraceptive
services in two locations to young
people: men and women under 20.
Thursdays, sessions and services
start at 4:00 P.M . at the Planned
Parenthood Clinic, 8th floor, 185
North Wabash Avenue. Saturday
mornings from I 0:00 A.M ., similar
sessions will take place at the Association Settlement House at 2150

West North Avenue.
Benjamin F. Lewis, the Executive Director of Planned Parenthood, said the agency had opened
all its clinics to teenagers when the
Illinois law permitting such services to minors was passed more
· than a year ago. He stated that
Planned Parenthood had discovered that teenagers relate best
to services especially geared to
their needs. Teen Scene's walk-in
clinics will feature young counselors.
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Basketball team readies for season
by Ed Czadowski

Playing under a new head coach,
the '70 - '71 Golden Eagles basketball team is anticipating another
successful season. Their performance in the first 5 skrimmages is a
definite indication of this. The only
difficulty they encounter is with
tall teams.
Commenting on an obvious lack
of height, Coach Salario said,
" Our weakness is that we are not
tall , and therefore, do not have
contro l of the boards. However, we
have a lot of speed and good shooting ability."
Returning from last year are
Keith Brown, Tom Coticchio, Ron

Czekalski, George Keene and Jim
Williams. S.A. Davis, Dennis
Doyle, Christ Kalamatas, Jim
McGrath, Ernest Saunders, Bill
Stubblefield, Hank Williams, and
Brad Allswang complete the varsity squad.
Last year, the team played a slow
down, control type of game. Now,
with the speed and endurance going for them, Coach Salario has
changed the strategy. "We will be
playing wide open," he said, "and
use a fullcourt press."
Coming to Northeastern from
Chicago State, Coach Salario
brings with him a long list of sue-

More football intramurals
by Brian Kilmnick

The Intramural Football season
is about to come to an end, aren't
you sports fans lucky? We have
the final standings and the results
of the semi-finals of the playoff
games.
Here's the final standings, the
results of last week's games and
the playoff results:
Tuesday
Big Shots
Tke
Mash
Freaks
Peasant's
Paranoia
Condors

W
5
3
2
2

L
0
;1
1
3

T
0
1
2
0

1
O

3
5

1
0

Thursday
Brahmas
Independants
Beavers
Harralson's
Heroes
Stiffs

W
5
3
2

L
0
1
1

T
0
1
2

2
1

3
3

0
1

cesses. At Chicago State, he led his
team to the N.A.J.A. playoffs. Before that, his teams won 4 city
championships ('56 - '60) and 2
state championships ('58 - '60) at
Marshall High School. And, interestingl y, he played guard at Chicago Teachers College as an undergrad.
.
With an aggressive ball team piloted by a coach who knows nothing but how to win, the Golden
Eagles promise to give us an exciting season. Hopefully, the "Salario Success Story" will continue
at Northeastern.

for the girl with an eye on fashion , quality and cost.

2218 NORTH GENEVA TERRACE (just off Lincoln)

SAVE FROM 33% TO 50%
The unusual women 's shop w ith unusual savings on famous
maker sample sportswear & dresses.
NEW HOURS
MON
WED
THURS
FRI.

11 :30- 9 :30
11 :30.:...5 :30
11 :30- 9 :30
11 :30-9:30

TUES. CLOSED
SAT. 10 :30- 5 :30
SUN . 10:30-5 :30

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

Playoff Results:
BRAHMAS 12 TKE 0
BIG SHOTS 24 INDEPENDANTS
0

Now, fans, dig onto this!
Nov.17
CHAMPIONSHIP
BRAHMAS vs. BIG SHOTS
CONSOLATION
TKE vs. Independants

Results:
See you next week, sports adTke st r aig hten ed out dicts, football freaks or just lovers
Freaks
of terrific journalism, with In~
Peasant's outgamed Con- tramu ral Football Report/
dors
SHALOM!
Big Shots crushed Mash

visit our @lb £ngli.slf dining room
(OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)

2727 ·W. HOWARD STREET
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 338-2166

THE FLIP SIDE

3314 W. Foster
Chicago
478-1490
(Betwee_n Kedzie & Kimball)

732 Elm St.
Winnetka
446-7343
(Underground at the Fell Mall)

Flip Side price

List Price

$319
$495
plus weekly specials at $2 69 each!

Panasonic & Electrophonic
Equipment
Craig and Motorola Auto Units
TICKETRON Tickets to All
METRO GOLDWYN -MAYER Presents A BURT KENNE;.QY PRODUCTION Starring

FRANK SINATRAANDGEOBCE KENNEDYIN

"DlllTY DDIG1JS 1IIIGEE" WITH ANNE DCKSOII
coslomr~ IQCIIEI E Qllff • LOii llETTLE'IOII • JACK EIJIJI Sc.-eenpl.y by
TOM WALDMAN & FRANK WALDMAN •nd JOSEPH HELLER S.sed on"The B.l!.d ol Dmous Moqee·
ByDAVID MARKSON Produced and Direcled By BURT KENN EDY PANAVISJON"M ETROCOI.OR

MGM C•

lGP I...~:'.'.·.:.-::~::.,.,::,. I
ob, GREAT STATES

FRIDAY

CHICAGO
STATE NR

RANDOLPH

-

Maior Chicago - Area Events Now ·
Available at Flip Side by Ticketron
Eledronic Ticket Office
Chicago store open 'til 9:l.m. Mon-Thurs,- 5:30 Fri & Sat.
Winnetka sotre 'til 9:p.m. Mon Thurs, 5:30 Tues., Wed., Fri., & Sat.

tie Flip Side

1

